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Putting Indian Accountancy 
Profession on Path to the Future: 
ICAI Perspective

The Accountancy as a profession is core to any process 
of economic development and world over different 
economies has seen the evolution of Accountancy 
profession in tandem with the size of the economy. The 
accountancy profession depending upon the nature 
of assurance it offers to the set of stakeholders has 
classified itself into many professional designations 
such as ‘Chartered Accountant,’ ‘Certified Public 
Accountants,’ ‘Chartered Management Accountant,’ 
and ‘Accounting Technicians’. 

Across the globe, accountancy profession is at the core of any process of economic development 
and different economies have seen the evolution of accountancy profession in tandem with 
the size of the economy. With the increased complexity of the nature of transactions and 
the business structures, the role of chartered accountants and the profession as a whole has 
shifted its focus from being merely an accountant to total business solution provider who 
can deal with expansion, greater competition and give intelligent advice to the management. 
In order to act as a total business solution provider and to fulfil the expectations of the 
varied class of its stakeholders in the form of building trust in the services being provided 
by chartered accountants worldwide, true and fair valuation, development of integrated 
reporting framework, depicting independence and assuming accountability over the functions 
performed; Chartered accountants and their firms need to operate in a global competitive 
market with the comprehensive technical skill set and competencies which is also one of 
the motives of the ICAI in the future years. This exclusive write-up puts forward the ICAI 
perspective on the future of Indian accountancy profession. 

(Contributed by Vision 
and Perspective 
Planning Committee of 
the ICAI. Comments can 
be sent at vppc@icai.in 
or vpcc@icai.org)
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The Accountancy profession today represents  
a heterogeneous group of service providers and each  
of such service providers would necessarily not 
carry the same skill set/ dexterity. The point is also 
driven by the various classifications of international 
agencies, which have been put in place like the  
WTO classification on professional services – the 
provisional UNCPC classification and OECD 
classification.

The advent of globalisation and its subsequent 
ramifications are making a subtle transformation in 
delivery mechanism of the professional services. 
World over and more importantly in the emerging 
economies, one sees an innate desire to march toward 
being bigger. This becomes crucial in context of 
professions like accountants which traditionally have 
been sole practitioners or as small firms with limited 
number of partners. While there can be no ground to 
make a case for stating that such firms are inhibited on 
competency framework; at the same time the ongoing 
reforms and with the Limited Liability Partnership 
Act and the users of services also looking for one stop 
solution on various professionals' issues; it makes a 
cogent ground to draw up synergistic relationship to 
Grow Bigger. When we talk of growing big in context 
of professional service providers, it could be in the 
form of consolidations/mergers amongst individual 
firms, collaborating with others and alike, in order to 
gain professional competencies needed in the market 
domain.

With the increased complexity of the nature of 
transactions and the business structures, the role 
of chartered accountants and the profession as a 
whole has shifted its focus from being merely an 
accountant to total business solution provider who 
can deal with expansion, greater competition and give 
intelligent advice to the management. In order to act 
as a total business solution provider and to fulfil the 
expectations of the varied class of its stakeholders 
in the form of building trust in the services being 
provided by chartered accountants worldwide, true 
and fair valuation, development of integrated reporting 
framework, depicting independence and assuming 

accountability over the functions performed; Chartered 
accountants and their firms need to operate in a global 
competitive market with the comprehensive technical 
skill set and competencies which is also one of the 
motives of the ICAI in the future years.

With the global economic downturn, the current 
business conditions tend to become tougher, which 
give rise to the questioning on the financial stability 
of any organisation. The need of risk assessment 
managers with capability to deal in an uncertain 
market world has been increasing and thus the role of 
accountancy profession tends to make a drastic change 
in its image and expectations as being demanded by its 
stakeholders.

The ongoing structural ramifications in accounting 
profession taking place worldwide would influence 
the profession and possibly need a sustained response 
on an ongoing basis; such issues being of the nature 
which warrant due positioning to be undertaken for the 
benefit of the membership at large.

Accounting profession in India is passing through 
appealing scenario; while there are extraordinary 
opportunities for growth of the profession owing to the 
continued growth of Indian economy and enhanced 
global opportunities due to convergence of standards, 
technology enablement and newer legislations; a 
multifaceted relationship of ever increasing public 
scrutiny of the profession, skill set development in the 
changing times, stakeholders' expectation mismatch 
and increasing regulatory oversight conspire to create 
formidable challenges.

ICAI Vision 2030
The CA Profession has lived up to its vision and 
expectations as one of the most vibrant forces of socio-
economic augmentation, fundamental to the success of 
the nation. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India (ICAI), the regulator of the Indian accountancy 
profession, for more than last six decades has evolved 
itself to develop globally competitive chartered 
accountants with its robust education pattern and 
stringent training systems in place. The ICAI with its 
revised Vision 2030 aims to become:
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The ICAI aims at attaining the global position by 
leveraging technology and infrastructure and partner 
with its stakeholders to imbibe the world’s best 
practices while:
• Imparting world class education, training and 

professional development opportunities to create 
global professionals.

• Developing an independent and transparent 
regulatory mechanism that keeps pace with the 
changing times.

• Ensuring adherence to highest ethical standards
• Conducting cutting edge research and development 

in the areas of accounting, assurance, taxation, 
finance and business advisory services.

• Establishing ICAI members and firms as Indian 
multi-national service providers.

In order to achieve its Vision and Mission, ICAI 
had drawn its detailed Action Plan for the year 2012-
13 which   provides scope for the following priority 
areas: 
1. Globalisation of the Profession: In order to identify 

and realise opportunities for Indian professionals 
and firms to work internationally and develop 
international relationships, it aims at identifying 
and entering into MRAs/MoUs with professional 
accounting bodies abroad and extending technical 
cooperation to the countries where the accounting 
profession is at a very nascent stage along 
with encouraging existing members abroad for 
strengthening the existing framework of practice 
and industry for Indian professionals. The fact  
that there is a need of enhanced regional and  
global visibility of the Indian accounting profession, 
ICAI aims at strengthening its presence in  
the countries where accounting profession is 
developing by providing education, conducting 

examinations, providing CPE, assisting in 
establishing disciplinary and regulatory framework 
and alike.

2. Reforms in Education and Training: Further, 
it also looks forward to undertaking reviews on 
the existing education and training pattern in 
order to produce trusted and independent global 
professionals with their continuous professional 
development. This would inter alia aim at 
including relevant multi-disciplinary cases as a part 
of curriculum, particularly dealing with issues such 
as global marketplace, international standards, 
blending information technology with financial 
decision making, strategic, analytical and critical 
thinking, ethical decision making, etc. It also 
aimed at betterment of the quality of articleship 
training through empowerment and incentives by 
introducing effective training monitoring system 
and conducting capacity building programmes 
for firms imparting articleship training to provide 
guidance in methodology and mechanisms to make 
the training more effective.

3. Knowledge Sharing on Emerging Issues: In 
order to disseminate knowledge on the emerging 
areas of the accountancy profession, ICAI proposes 
to launch certificate courses in the areas like XBRL 
and organise various seminars and conferences 
on the focused areas like Accounting Standards, 
Standards on Audit, Direct Tax Code, goods & 
Service tax, Corporate Social Responsibility, 
Integrated Reporting Framework, IFRS, Corporate 
Laws and new legislations and like.

4. Hub of Valued Thought Leadership: ICAI also 
looks forward to work with leading institutions 
for conducting research in the concerned areas of 
the professions and by creating a framework for 
partnering with the identified institutions in terms of 
resources such as scholarship for PhD programme, 
grants for research, etc in order to be a hub of  
valued thought leadership. It also plans to have 
increased focus on encouraging its members 
to involve in the research in taxation, finance  
and other areas of business management and  
also by enhanced contribution in leading 
publications dealing with accounting, assurance, 
taxation, finance and business management in 
order to establish India’s thought leadership in 
these areas.

5. Socially Relevant Initiatives: Being a part of 
valued society, ICAI also proposes to undertake 
different socially relevant initiatives through 

In order to identify and realise opportunities 
for Indian professionals and firms to work 
internationally and develop international 

relationships, it aims at identifying and entering into 
MRAs/MoUs with professional accounting bodies 

abroad and extending technical cooperation to the 
countries where the accounting profession is at a 

very nascent stage along with encouraging existing 
members abroad for strengthening the existing 

framework of practice and industry for Indian 
professionals.
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focused programmes involving students and 
members in the areas of Education, health, tree 
plantation, water harvesting and alike.

6. Unique Needs of SMEs and SMPs: India is a 
huge country with its unique set of aspirations and 
with determination and resolute, we have been 
making progress in the past years. In India the 
SMEs are playing a pivotal role as engine in fueling 
the economic growth of the country and SMPs 
are supporting them. SMPs and SMEs need to be 
nurtured, groomed and empowered by providing 
technical tools, skill-sets, access to government 
guidance on compliance matters to which ICAI is 
keen to work in the future years. 

7. Research Enabling Environment: For being on-
top, our profession must foster creativity, innovation 
and gain knowledge of new developments. 
ICAI has identified itself to create an ecosystem 
promoting research excellence both internally as 
well as externally by becoming leading contributor 
to the standard setting process across the world in 
the field of accounting, assurance, taxation and 
advisory services.

8. Strengthening Infrastructure and Technological 
Capabilities to Improve Engagements with 
all Stakeholders: In order to develop world 
class educational institutions, ICAI proposes 
to establish Centres of Excellence at different 
places and leverage computer-based learning 
systems to increase the reach of accounting 
education economically. It also aims at conducting  
organisation restructuring and developing a process-
oriented culture in the organisation. ICAI also aims 
at using the technological benefits for ensuring 
increased transparency in the internal and external 
working of its members in order to improve its 
engagements with all its stakeholders.

9. Branding and Awareness Campaign for 
Enhancing Public Perception of ICAI: The public 
perception is ultimately guided by the stable and 
renowned thrust on imbibing a framework which 
adds to the public confidence in financial reporting 
and related issues concerning the profession. ICAI 
endeavours to develop a coherent and focused 
awareness campaign, organising student outreach 
programmes to attract quality students and finally 
to safeguard the reputation and brand image of 
ICAI and its members.

It is a high time to understand that gone are the 
days where the technical chartered accountants used 
to sit permanently behind a desk in a secluded office, 
remote from the business, simply processing data and 
compiling accounts and/or performing audit function.

In the modern world, basic accounting, auditing 
and accounts preparation skills are usually taken for 
granted. Above these, chartered accountants need to 
demonstrate complex business and managerial skills. 
They need analytical ability and an understanding 
of the interconnectedness of risk across complicated 
entities in a globalised environment. They also need 
the ability to effectively communicate with peers and 
external stakeholders so that they can understand 
the future vision for the business, as well as clearly 
understand its past performance in order to align its 
present activities of the business with suitable risk 
measurements.

Business success depends on the ability to make 
sound decisions in a risky, uncertain world. Chartered 
accountants can help management teams to make those 
decisions, based on information drawn from accurate 
data and informed by broad business knowledge. 
These may be tough times for all organisations around 
the world, but they are also potentially exciting and 

Further, it also looks forward to undertaking reviews 
on the existing education and training pattern in 
order to produce trusted and independent global 
professionals with their continuous professional 

development. This would inter alia  aim at including 
relevant multi-disciplinary cases as a part of 

curriculum, particularly dealing with issues such 
as global marketplace, international standards, 
blending information technology with financial 

decision making, strategic, analytical and critical 
thinking, ethical decision making, etc.

India is a huge country with its unique set of 
aspirations and with determination and resolute, 

we have been making progress in the past years. In 
India the SMEs are playing a pivotal role as engine 
in fueling the economic growth of the country and 
SMPs are supporting them. SMPs and SMEs need to 
be nurtured, groomed and empowered by providing 

technical tools, skill-sets, access to government 
guidance on compliance matters to which ICAI is 

keen to work in the future years. 
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6) Being a leader on technical/professional issues.
7) Providing professional opportunities for SMEs and 

SMPs.

ICAI understands that it is time for Indian 
Accountancy firms to raise the bar and work towards 
operating globally. The accounting firms must 
consolidate their efforts and tap opportunities available 
globally while simultaneously working to develop 
leadership skills, developing core competencies, 
developing technical and intellectual resources 
and invest in human capital for which it invites the 
cooperation and support from its members worldwide 
by giving their suggestions on implementing its Vision 
2030 in order to achieve the global vision of the 
chartered accountancy profession at large.

enabling times for chartered accountants who have 
the opportunity to step up and take the lead in driving 
future business success. 

ICAI, through its constant efforts, endeavours to 
develop and adapt international best practices in the 
dynamic business environment in:

1) Providing consistent training and internationally 
recognised qualifications.

2) Ensuring members’ skill and knowledge are up 
to date with continuous professional education 
programmes, post qualification courses and 
certificate courses.

3) Promoting ethical approach to business.
4) Promoting global quality assurance with respect to 

auditing and financial reporting.
5) Having a strong international brand.

We are pleased to inform you that looking into the 
relevance of e-newsletter ‘PRUDENCE’ released 
by the Committee on Public Finance & Government 
Accounting and support received form our readers 
and authors, it has been decided by the competent 
authority to release the e-newsletter every month 
instead of bi-monthly.

The June 2012 issue of the E-Newsletter is 
available at the URL http://www.icai.org/new_post.
html?post_id=3825&c_id=241.

We expect our experts, researchers and writers to 
be more pro-active in contributing articles and invites 
them to contribute articles in different areas of Public 
Finance and Government Accounting preferably 
on Public Debt, Public Expenditure, Fiscal Policy, 
Monetary Policy, Accounting Reforms, Accrual 
Accounting, Accounting for Intangible Assets and 
Restructuring of Chart of Accounts in Accrual System 
in Public Sector for publication in the July 2012 issue 
of its E-newsletter. 

If the article is published, a token honorarium of 
` 3000/- per article shall be paid. Discretion of the 
Committee regarding publication /non-publication 
of the article shall be final and abiding therewith 
under copyright of the Committee. Material of this 

E-Newsletter may not be reproduced, whether in part 
or in whole, without the consent of Editorial Board 
of Committee. Authors may only submit original 
work that has not been appeared elsewhere in any 
publication. A formal signed undertaking in the form 
of a letter stating that “the article is original and does 
not infringe any copyright and has not been published 
elsewhere or has not been sent for publication” 
should be sent along with the article.

The articles (up to 1500 words) may be sent to 
us latest by 10th July 2012 in the form of soft copy 
through mail/CD or in printed format through post 
giving details of the subject matter.

Those desirous may please contact at the 
following address:

The Secretary
Committee on Public Finance and Government 
Accounting
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
 ‘ICAI Bhawan’, A-29, Sector-62,
Noida- 201 309
Phone: 0120-3045950
Email: cpf_ga@icai.org

Committee on public finance and government accounting Invitation to 
contribute articles for e-newsletter
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